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Fairey Is Elected President Of Senior Class
Home Named Student Body Veep
Professor Curtis As
Sibley, Ackerman Withdraw
Elected To Office
j Minaret* Frafr
I Donates Check
To Department

Shown above is the pressentation of a check to th e Architecture Department by the Minarets. In
the picture are, left to right, Sam K. Putnam, chairman of the library committee, Mr. John Gates,
bead of the Architecture Department, Harry J. Demosthenes, president of the Minarets, and Clayton
Hyland, chairman of the fund-raising committee.

The Minarets, honorary architectural fraternity, recently presented a check for. the sum of
fifty dollars to the Architecture
Department.
The presentation
was made by H. .1. Demosthenes,
president of the Minarets, to Professor John Gates, ■ head of the
architecture department, and Pro| fessor Sam Putnam, chairman of
the faculty library committee.
The money is to be used to
completely redecorate the architectural library according to a
design prepared by a committee
from the Minarets with Robert
T. Lawrence as chairman, in collaboration with the faculty library
committee.
The funds for the donation
were taken from the proceeds of
a recent drive for funds undertaken and sponsored by the Minaret fraternity. The library project
is one of several which the Minarets are pressing for the improvement and advancement of the
Clemson architectural Department. The Minarets have thirty
student members on the campus.

Students Nominate Outstanding IVIen
In Each Of Three Religious Faiths
ilood For Korean Use

The three major religious faiths of the Institute for Advanced
at Clemson, Jews, Protestants, Study at Princeton, New Jersey.
and Catholics, last week each Oppenheimer has served on varinominated five outstanding liv- ous advisory groups set up by
ing Americans of their own Com- the President and was credited as
munion to stimulate the thinking chief draftsman and architect of
of the- student body along the the Acheson-Lilienthal report.
lines of brotherhood.
Albert Einstein is best known
Brotherhood Week, sponsored for his work on relativity. His
by the National Council of Chris- concepts concerning relativity
tians and Jews, is being observed were basic in the development of
this week. The purpose of atomic energy. He won the Nobel
Brotherhood Week is to better Prize in 1922 for his work on
relations between the major re- photo-chemical equivalent. He
ligious faiths of the nation.
also wrote papers on the CervanThe men nominated by the tum Law of Emission and AbJewish students are: Bernard sorption of Light, which changed
Baruch, Henry Morgenthau, Jr., the entire theory of light.
David E. Lilienthal served as
Albert Einstein, J. R. Oppenheimer, and David E. Lilienthal. counsel for railroad brotherhoods,
The Protestant nominations aret and as such participated in imJohn Foster Dulles, Ralph Jack- portant* cases involving the rights
son Bunche, George Catlett Mar- of labor. In 1931, he became a
shall, Warren Robinson Austin, member of the Wisconsin Public
Commission. He was app^nted
and Douglas Mac Arthur.
The Catholic students nomi- one of the three co-directors of
nated Francis J. Cardinal Spell- the Tennessee Valley Authority in
man, Joseph Lawton Collins, 1933. In 1941, he became chairHenry Ford. II, Mrs. Clara Boothe man of the T. V. A. Lilienthal
assisted in drawing the State DeLuce, and Bing Crosby.
Bernard Baruch was born In partment plans to control atomic
Chester, S. C. His first public' energy by setting up an internaservice was in 1916, when Presi- tional authority. He was confirmdent Woodrow Wilson appointed ed as Chairman of the Atomic
him a member of an advisory Energy Commission in 1947.
His Eminence Francis J. Cardicommission of the Council of National Defense. As chairman of nal Spellman, Cardinal Archthe War Industries Board in 1918, bishop of New York, was conseBaruch directed the industries of crated Auxiliary Bishop of Bosthe entire nation. He served on ton in 1932, and in 1939 was inthe American commission, to ne- stalled as Archbishop of New
gotiate for peace in 1919. He was York. He was appointed Military
awarded the Distinguished Ser- Vicar for the United States in
vice Medal for his aid in national 1939, and in 1946 was created a
affairs. During President Frank- Cardinal of the Catholic Church.
lin D. Roosevelt's administration He is the author of a number of
Baruch planned the National books.
General Joseph Lawton Collins,
Recovery Act in 1933.
Henry Morgenthau, Jr. served Chief of Staff of the United
as an agricultural adviser to States Army, graduated from
France during World War I. He Louisiana State University and
later served in the United States the United States Military AcadNavy. He fought for America's emy. He was appointed Chief of
entry into the.League of Nations. Staff of the Seventh Army Corps
In 1932, he became chairman of in 1941-42 and Chief of Staff of
the Federal Farm Board. He was the Army. Ground Forces in 1945.
named the first president of the He was appointed to his present
Federal Farm Board in 1933. In post in 1949.
Henry 'Ford, II, was named
1934, Morgenthau was appointed
the United States Secretary of the United States Junior Chamthe Treasury. He conceived the ber of Commerce's "Young Man
idea of selling U. S. Savings of the Year" in 1945-46. In 1945,
Bonds directly to the public. He he became president of the Ford
was responsible for several laws Motor Company and in 1947, Preswhich advocated taxation accord- ident Truman appointed him to
ing to the ability to pay.
his five-man Air Policy CommisJ. R. Oppenheimer served as sion. In 1940, he became a convent
director of the Los Alamos Scien- to the Catholic Church. He has
tific Laboratory during World recently contributed one million
War II. Before the war, he was dollars for the establishment of a
professor of physics at the Uni- Brotherhood Center for Christians
versity of California. He is pres- and Jews jn New York City.
Mrs. Clara Boothe Luce, Amerently chairman of the General.
Advisory Committee of the Atomic ican playwright, Congresswoman, j
Energy Commission and director journalist, and author. She is a I

recent convert to the Catholic
Church. As a Republican member of the' House of Representatives she served the Fourth Connecticutt District in the seventyeighth and seventy-ninth Congresses. She recently gave her
estate at Monck's Corner to the
Trappist Order of Priests and
Brothers for the establishment of
a Monastery "there.
Bing Crosby is best known as
a singer on tne radio and on the
screen. Among his movies are:
"The Bells of St. Mary," and "Going My Way." He was awarded
the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences award in 1944
for his performance in "Going
My Way." Together with his
brother, he organized the Crosby
Research Foundation to assist in
bringing into production war
equipment and aids to injured
Veterans.
John Foster Dulles was- secretary of the Second Hague
Peace Conference in i907. He
was a counsel to the American
Commission to Negotiate Peace in
1918-19. He was a member of
the United States Delegation to
San Francisco United Nations
Conference. He is chairman of
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. He is also
chairman of the Commission on
Just and Durable Peace, instituted
by the United States Federal
Council of Crurches.
Ralph Jackson Bunche, political scientist, was professor of political science until 1938. He was
with the Office of Strategic Service as a social science analyst
from 1941-44. He has served as
director of the Division of Trusteeship of the United Nations
since 1946. He served as acting
meditator in Palestine in 194849.
General George C. Marshall has
served as United States Secretary
of State and United States Secretary of the Army. He was on
the Atlantic Charter Conference.
He is president of the American
Red Cross.'
Warren Robinson Austin served
as U. S. Senator from Vermont
from 1937-1947. He has served
on the special committee on atomic energy and the Inter-American
Committee on Problems of War
and Peace. He is United States
representative to the United Nations. He has a seat on the
United Nations Security Council.
General Douglas MacArthur is
Commander - in - Chief of the
United Nations forces in Korea.
He is commander of the United
States Army of Occupation in
Japan.

Printed below are the fifteen outstanding living Americans who were nominated by the three major
religious faiths at Clemson. Each student is asked to vote for one Protestant, one Catholic and
one Jew. The results of the ballot will be published in the next issue of THE TIGER, The various
student religious organizations on the campus will collect the ballots in the barracks.
JEWISH
CATHOLIC
Bernard Baruch
General Joseph L. Collins
■Albert Einstein
Bing Crosby
David Lilienthal
Mrs. Claire Booth Luce
J. R. Oppenheimer
Henry Ford, II
Henry Morgenthau, Jr.
Francis Cardinal Spellman
PROTESTANT
Catholic
Warren R. Austin
Ralph Jackson Bunche
Jewish
John Foster Dulles
General Douglas MacArthur
Protestant
General George C. Marshall
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The Ameriran R"d <~Voss
Bloc'nrinbile -will visit f**e Clemson College catrius on March 15
and 16 in an effort to secure a
minimum of four hundred nints
of b!ood from the student bod v.
All blood collected by this unit
is to be used bv our Armed
Forces. At the end of each day's
operation -of the binodmobile, all
blood collected will be shioped
by the fastest means available to
laboratories in Philadetehia for
processing into rjlasma and shipment by air to hospitals in Korea
and Japan.
The blood collection unit will
be set up in the basement of the
Clemson Methodist Church. It
will consist of a twelve bed hospital with a permanent staff of
thirteen including an examining
doctor, three or. more nurses
specially trained in drawing
blood, and eight other assistants.
The full time assistance of thirteen volunteer assisting nurses
and other workers has been requested of the Clemson American
Legion Auxiliary Post.
The examining doctor determines the physical fitness of each
volunteer blood donor,' and a rejection rate of 10 per cent is
usual. In most cases the donor
can give a pint of blood and be
back at his work in an hour's
time. Students under 18 years of
age are urged to get written consent of their parents well in advance of the visit of the bloodmobile in order that no delap will
be experienced in processing
donors.
Application blanks will be made
availab> to cadets through their
Military Science instructors, and
veterans through the Commandant's office and the Hillel-Brandeis Club. Civilian volunteer
donors are asked to register with
Sgt. William Brown in the office
of the Commandant.

Theta Tau Fraternity elected
Donald D. Curtis to its highest office, Grand Regent at it's biennial
convention in Kansas City recently. Mr. Curtis is professor
and head of the Department of
Mechanics and Hydraulics at
Clemson.
Theta Tau, founded 'at the University of Minnesota in 1904, is
the oldest and largest professional
engineering fraternity. It has at
present 23 active chapters and
one recently accepted petitioning
group to be installed, and there
are three inactive chapters.
Twelve alumni assqciations are
active in the larger cities of the
country. Thirteen thousand men
have been initiated.
The fraternity is headed by an
executive council made up of
alumni elected biennially by the
active chapter delegates assembled in convention. In addition
to Mr. Curtis, the present council
comprises A. D. Hinckley, Executive' Secretary of the Illuminating
Engineering Society, New York
.City, as Grand Vice Regent; Enrich J. Schrader, consulting mining engineer, Reno, Nevada,
founder of the fraternity, as
Grand Scribe and Executive Secretary-Treasurer; Paul L. Mercer,
Division Manager, Union Electric
Power Company, Keokuk, Iowa,
as Grand Treasurer; John M.
Daniels. Director of Admissions,
Carnegie Institute of. Technology,
Pittsburg, as Grand Marshall; T.
C. Brown, professor of Mechanical Engineering. North Carolina
State College, Raleigh as Grand
Inner Guard; Frank W. Edwards,
head of Civil Engineering, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, as gwvwd Outer Guard; and
Norman B. Ames, Head of Electrical Engineering, George Washington University, Washington,
D. C, as delegate-at-large.
Mr. Curtis brings to the office
a long experience in the handling
of the fraternity's affairs. He
was editor and business manager
of the GEAR of THETA TAU, the
official publication, for. three
years. During the second of these
years, he was elected Grand
Marshall and continued in that
office 21 years, serving at many
conventions, council meetings,
chapter installations, regional
conferences, and official visits to
chapters in various sections of
the country. The past two years
he has been Grand Vice Regent. ,
Mr. Curtis is also a member of
Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, and Phi
Kappa Phi and of- the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the
American Geophysical Union, The
American Society for Engineering Education, Advisory Committee of the National Rivers and
Harbors Congress, and other professional and civic organizations.

Plans Discussed For
Y Membership Drive
Plans for the annual YMCA
Membership and Finance Campaign have recently been made,
with the drive to begin on March
5. The committee has met and
further plans will be announced
at a later date.
Chairman of the membership
and finance committee of the
YMCA Cabinet is George Shelton,
education senior of Naval Base,
who is being assisted by Chris
Turner, electrical engineering
junior of Marion, and Bob Prince,
agricultural engineering senior of
Lynchburg.

Ben Home (left), new president of senior class, congratulates
John Fairey, newly-elected president of student body. ^

A. S. A. E. Officers
Recently Elected
B. S. U. Missions
Conference To Be
Held March 9-11
Dr George W. Sadler of the
Foreign Missions Board of the
Southern Baptist Convention will
be the leader of the B. S. U.
spring conference this year. The
conference will be held at the
Baptist Church on March 9, 10,
and 11.
Dr. Saddler supervises the Baptist Missions work in Europe and
the near East. He was once the
acting president of the Baptist
International Seminary in Zurich,
Switzerland until the new president was elected.
The conference will be one of
the continued series "Christianity
in Life," the topic this year being "The Christian World Mission."

Election of officers was held
at the regular American Society
of Agricultural Engineers meeting
on Tuesday, February 13. H. E.
McLeod, a senior of Rembert, S.
G, was elected president. W. T.
Vich, senior, of Lancaster, vicepresident. W. A. Jones of Springfield succeeded W. T. Vick as reporter. R. M. Prince will continue to serve as secretary-treasurer.
Committee chairman for the
coming semester weer appointed
as follows: program committee,
W. T. "Vick; arrangements committee, H. M. Gambrell; membership committee, J. A. Christopher;
F. E. I. Award committee, R. M.
Prince; social committee, T. W.
Nunnery; publications committee,
W. A. Jones; and initiation committee, W. A. Shuler.
All eligible students, sophomores or above, interested in becoming members are urged to attend the next meeting on February 27 at 7:00 p. m. in the Agricultural Engineering auditorium.

E. S. Giles Called
Back To Active Duly Limestone Is Troops'
Professor E. S. Giles, of the Girls' School Choice
Electrical Engineering Department, has been ordered back to
active duty with the Army He
will report to Fort Benning, Ga.,
on March 1, 1951. Captain Giles,
Infantry Reserve, will attend infantry school at Fort Benning.
Professor Giles graduated from
Clemson in electrical engineering
in 1937. He was a member of
Tau Beta Pi and. president of the
Literary Society at Clemson.
Mr. Giles worked- for Westinghouse Electric Corporation prioi
to his service in the Army.
He served four years in the
Army. He was promoted to Captain, October, 1944, while serving
overseas.
Professor Giles returned to
Clemson in the fall of 1646 as a
member of the staff of electrical
engineering.

Results of the election held on
February 16 and 17 to determine
the cadets' favorite girls' school
indicate that Limestone is their
choice. The votes cast are as follows:
Limestone
83
Winthrop
81
Coker
10
Miami
:
7
Citadel
6
W. C. U. N. C.
i. 5
Vassar, Salem, Columbia College, and Furman received three
votes each. Converse, G. S. C.
W., Georgia Teach., and Wesleyan
trailed with two votes each. Receiving one vote were: Anderson,,
Mongoo (-Alaska), South Carolina,
Lander, Stetson, F. S. U., Southwestern Junior College (Texas),
and Greenville Nurses Home.

State Methodist Students Meet Here
Students from sixteen colleges
will attend the twenty-third annual South Carolina Methodist
Student Conference, which begins
here tomorrow and continues
through Sunday. The conference
is sponsored by the Clemson Wesley Foundation, and all sessions
will be held? at the Clemson
Methodist Church
The theme for the conference is
"Christian Power In the Secular
World."
The Rev. M. B. Hudnall, associate pastor of Buncombe Methodist Church, Greenville, is dean
of the conference. Miss Sue Henry
of Clemson is registrar.
Speakers for the meetings are:
Dr. Samuel E. Stumpf, who is
professor of Christian Ethics in
the School of Religion of Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee; Dr. J. Lem Stokes, II, who
is director of Religious Life in
Church Related Colleges with the

DR. SAMUEL E. STUMPF

Methodist Board of Education,
Nashville, Tennessee; and Professor John D. Lane of- the School of
Arts and Sciences, Clemson.
The Rev. J. Claude Evans, pastor of the Clemson Methodist
Church, is state director of the
Methodist Student Movement.
The Rev. Harold Hipps, associate minister of the West Market
Street Methodist Church, Greensboro, North Carolina, will direct
the recreation for the conference.
The events planned for Friday
evening are: a worship service
presented by the Clemson Wesley
Foundation; an address, "Christianity and the Secular Mind," by
Dr. Stumpf; fellowship groups;
and recreation directed by Mr.
Hipps.
Saturday, Furman University
will present the morning worship
service, Dr. Stumpf will speak on
"Christianity and Democracy,"
and Dr. Stokes will speak on the
Methodist Student Hour.

Officers will be elected at a
business session Saturday afternoon. Present state officers are:
Miss Dorothy Jennings of Converse, president; Phil Jones of
W o f f o r d,_ vice-president; Miss
Sylvia Best of Columbia College,
secretary; Jack Padgett of Clemson, treasurer; and Jimmy Galloway of The Citadel, publicity
chairman.
Saturday evening, Mr. Lane
will speak, at the banquet, and a
midnight worship service will be
presented by Winthrop College.
Sunday morning during the
regular Sunday School hour, Holy
Communion service will be held,
and the new state officers will be
installed.
Everyone is invited to attend
the Sunday morning worship
service at 11:30. Dr. Stumpf will
deliver the sermon on "Creative
Power." This service will conclude the conference.

John Fairey was elected president of the senior class in the
mid-year election held oft Tuesday, February 20.^ Fairey, an arts
and sciences major of Orangeburg, defeated Walter Pearson,
mechanical engineering major of
Greenvillet by a vote of 103 to 71.
Ben Home, pre-forestry major
of .Charleston,-was unopposed for
the office of student body vicepresident after Winston Sibley,
animal husbandry major of Greenville, and Charles Askerman, arts
and sciences major of St. Georga,
withdrew from the race
Nolan Gardner, textile manufacturing student of Kershaw,
was elected senior class representative by a vote of 122 to 59 over
Luke Langley, textile manufacturing major of Clemson.
Frank Flowers, animal husbandry student of Darlington, was
unopposed for the office of secretary of the senior class.
Bob Machen, textile manufacturing major of Greenville, was
the unopposed candidate for the
vacant senior council seat.
Bob Johnson, animal husbandry
student of Sumter was elected
junior class representative without opposition.

J. W. Parker Wins
Ceramic Contest
James W. Parker, ceramic engineering senior of Savannati, Ga.,
is the winner of the speech contest on ceramic .topics sponsored
by the Clemson chapter of the
American Ceramic Society.
The student chapter of the
American Ceremic at each of the
thirteen schools in the United
States granting a degree in ceramic which is open to any student majoring in ceramic engineering. The winner of these
chapter contests are eligible to
compete in the National Convention of the American Ceramic Society, which will take place in
Chicago in April All expenses
for the Convention are paid by
the American Ceramic Society.
Prizes are awarded to the student
representatives at the convention
on the basis of their speaking
ability and the merit of their
speech to the ceramic industry.
■ This is the first year that Clemson has had seniors in ceramic
engineering and has been able to
participate in the National Convention

Opening Exists For
Air Force Officers
The 'Office of the Professor of
Air Science and Tactics recently
announced that an immediate requirement exists for reserve officers appointed directly from
civilian life.
Any person who is a college
graduate and possesses a degree
from any accredited college or
university may apply for a reserve commission in the United
States Air Force.
Procedure for applicants and
other interested persons is available in the Office of the Professor
of Air Science and Tactics, Clemson.

Notices
AH juniors and seniors majdring in textile engineering:
who wish to join the American
Society of Textile Engineering:
should sign the list on the bulletin board in the Textile Building- as soon as possible.
Alpha Phi Omega announces
that their annual Stunt Night
will be held on Thursday,
March 1. Further details will
appear in nexf week's issue of
"The Tiger."

By Their Words
"Next period we'll speed up the tempo a little."
"Ma" Owings
"Now, when I was in France . ."
"Uncle Nat"
". . . and then the infantry
came in and clobbered the so-andsos."
"Tex" Combs
"Don't blink your eyes or you'll
miss this."
"Big Stoop" Bell
"To be untangled, you must first
become entangled."
"Quelle heure?" Dean
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FAULTS OF CONCERTS AT CLEMSON

I'oi/nded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school
year by the students of Clemson College

Here's the way I look at the concert series. There is a faulty point somewhere between the faculty, committee members and
the student body.

THE TIGER is South Caroline's oldest college newspaper. Its claim, "The
Youth's Most Interesting College Newspaper," Is based on circulallon, comments, and general attitude of those who read it.
_
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At the last concert, the student representation was about fifty. That isn't too good,
especially when there are about 2500 of us
planking down money to pay for these
concerts. Now, there must be some explanation.

_
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To begin, let's take a look at the concert
committee.
I think they are sincere and
energetic in their work. They go to all kinds
of trouble selecting artists to appear on the
campus.
They portray interest in their
work. Still, they are BARKING UP THE
WRONG TREE., This is plainly evidenced
by the student attendance.

Staff—Jack Trimmier, Harold Owens, Pat Rush, Johnnie Novell, Arnold
Gaillard Carroll Moore, Bruce Parrish, D. D. Monts, Hullc Ratterrei-.
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The athletic committee doesn't have to
send out publicity to get the troops over to
the football games, or any other sports
events. Yet, with the publicity, the fellows
remain away from the concerts? WHY?

Represented by National Advertising Service
420 Madison Ave., New York, N. \

Sports Needs At Clemson
Clemson sorely needs a program designed to teach stuM

1 {Jents new athletic skills.

WHY?
Here's why! Most students are taught
to enjey football. Everyone knows something about it Even grammar school pupils can follow the game, talk the game
and re-live the game.

Many students would like to

;: learn how to play tennis, golf, handball, and various other
IS Sports which they could enjoy both while at Clemson and
m after graduation.

Skills such as golf and tennis iiave an

| ijctual monetary worth; in some professions they are an ab■ solute requirements. The majority of college students usually
■ssess only an average amount of athletic ability and do
ot have the surplus of skill or the experience to go out for
j» varsity teams in these sports. Others would like to receive
& instruction in tumbling, diving, swimming, wrestling, weight
lifting, or archery, and are prevented in engaging in these acities only from a lack- of knowing how.
The Clemson YMCA has an excellent program of intramural sports which is doing an admirable job in providing
;'* students with an opportunity to play volley ball, football, and
other team sports. Participation in such team sports is to
A &e encouraged, but many students do not enter such a pro3 gram, because they feel that they do not play well enough or
3 they do not know how to play at alL Competition for places
the intramural teams runs high,and those boys with superior athletic ability usually get to play much more than
; those with average ability or no experience.
A program to teach college students athletic skills which
they can use in later life is being administered successfully
jn many colleges. Such programs allow the student to sign
up the activity or skill which he wishes to learn at a regular
time. Classes are formed and are sometimes taught by other
' students or professors who are proficient in the sport. Start■
ihg with assumption that their pupils know nothing of the
. sport, its theory is taught before actual practice is started.
This gives students who have had little or no previous experience a chance to start from the bottom and learn all about
the sport.
Actual instruction is started with all members of the
classes going through the same movements. Fundamentals
are stressed from the beginning. Since all members of a
class are equally inexperienced, no one is embarrassed by
his lack of experience, or lack of proficiency. As the students begin to master the course, friendly competition is
, encouraged, but the fact that the students are learning a
skill, not competing for a letter, is emphasized.
W. C. D.

Livingston
Is Promoted
Captain Clyde M. Livingston, a
;; graduate of Clemson, has received
n the temporary rank of major
. ^artd has been assigned to Reese
Force Base, Texas.
Major Livingston, director of
;';: Academic Training at Reese, rej 'eived his commission as Second
5! Lieutenant in 1942 when he gradjjjalted from advanced pilot trainat Spence Field, Georgia.
."During World War II Major
irston served with the Eighth
i \\r Force and was awarded the
■: Distinguished Flying Cross with
one Oak Leaf cluster and the Air
;^edal with four Oak Leaf clusters

Organization For TM
Majors Is Discussed
• Plans are underway for the establishment of an organization
v been proposed in recent years
It no definite action has been
'"' Jaken.
J'of- men majoring in textile manu^{•turing. Such an organization
The club would be designed to
i-pmote better student-faculty
»{ations and a better understand- of the School of Textiles.
■ has been proposed that the
!ab would sponsor lectures by
•irpminent textile executives for
H1) textile students. Tentative
plans call for membership limited
o juniors and seniors.
A meeting of all textile manuftcturing juniors and seniors has
- oeen scheduled for Tuesday, February 27, at seven o'clock in the
extile School auditorium. Pro; essor T. A. Campbell, who has
(greed to act as faculty advisor
if the group, will discuss plans
or the organization of the club.

.-^torm^ -■

Lack Of Interest In Concerts Fault
Of Educational
At Clemson

Be Roars For Clemson A & M

HASSELL A. SIMPSON
E. E. HOLLEY

Thursday. February 22, 1951

Dear Tom,On behalf of my collegues of
the Religious Emphasis Week and
for myself, I wish to thank the
faculty and students of Clemson
College for the warm welcome
and for the manifold courtesies
which were extended to us during our stay on the campus.
I have never been on a campus
where so large a percentage of
the college community participated in the events of the Religious Emphasis Week. I have never
found keener or more intelligent
interest in the things of the Spirit.
I have never found such wholehearted and complete cooperation
on the part of all branches of the
college community to theend that
the Religious Emphasis Week
might be a success. For these
things and for many more we are
profoundly grateful.
Whether or not this week was a
success only you and time may
properly judge. We ourselves did
not expect to turn the world upside down in our week with you,
but if we did succeed in sending
you with deepened resolution to
your ministers and teachers that
your minds and your spirits may
become more truly disciplined, we
shall count our week among you
well spent.
I hope that you can find some
way to convey our appreciation
to the faculty and students for the
high privelege of being welcomed
among you for the week. Thanking you for this kindness, I am.
Host sincerely yours,
Warner L. Hall

TALK OF THE TOWN

Sabers For Cadet Officers Advocated;
Students' Poetry Can Be Published
BY GRAD Y DANIEL
should "judge everyone else by their indiBROTHERHOOD: WHAT IT IS
vidual personalities, character and how they
This is National Brotherhood week.
it
started this past Monday, February 18, and play—not by their race or religion." Let's
remember that, and put it to practice. Let's
goes through February 25. Its purpose is
make every week brotherhood week!
to better relations between the major religATTENTION, POETS! *
ious faiths of the nation; however, this is
Beginning in the next week's issue of The
not all. Brotherhood, according to the dicTIGER, the Poet's Corner will be revived
tionary, is "a class of individuals of the same once more. This column hasn't appeared in
kind, profession or occupation." Brother- the paper for quite sometime for unknown
hood is a criterion of Americans and of the reasons, even to me.
I know we have a lot of poetry lovers and
nations of the world. Perhaps it is more so
a characteristic of America, the "Land of "would be" poets on the campus, so if you
have any of your own compositions that
the Four Freedoms," than any other nation.
We are all brothers, "one Die, one Mint- you would like to see in print, just send
age, one Humanity; every man the kinsman them to me (Grady Daniel, Box 1230). Don't
of every other; mankind brothered in the hide your talents; let other people know
one mould of the Creative Word" (G. D. about them, too! If you think they're not
so hot, don't let that hold you back; reBoardman). If ever there was a time when
this country needed a strong bond in broth- member, yours is only one opinion!
The deadline for each issue of the paper
erhood, it's now. It has been said time and
is
Tuesday night of each week, so start toagain, in more situations than one, "united
day
and send 'em in. Just write or print
we stand, divided we fall." Certainly that's
them
plainly on notebook paper or stationalso true of brotherhoood. Brotherhood is
ary, or if you can type—type them. The best
an essential of American society.
of the poems received each week will be
In my estimation, Clemson displays a good
example of brotherhood through the coop- printed in the Poet's Corner of The TIGER.
SABERS NEEDED
eration of the different church groups as
The Executive Sergeants Club has now
well as between our foreign students and
home students. There is an air of brother- initiated a movement to supply the cadet ofhood about every Clemson man, young and ficers with sabers. As you of the cadet
old, each holding high regard and respect for corps know, not all of the officers have them,
the other; none letting church affiliations and since the ocrps has expanded thereby creatdivergence of beliefs stand as barriers to ing a need for more officers. There was a
friendships, but rather in many cases, act as time when every cadet officer had a saber,
but now due to the college's financial con"ties". In other words, we realize that we
all pray to the same God, that all things come dition and the acute shortage of metal, it
from one God, and that that same one God has become impossible to outfit them. The
watches over us all, from day to day. This club has mailed letters to all the alumni reis as it should be. Nevertheless, some of us questing their support, either financially or
by the donation of a saber that was presentfail to realize that "each race, each religion,
contributes its own talents, culture and ideal- ed to them when they were in school. This
ism to produce that amazing blend of ideas is a very worthwhile undertaking and we
and vigor whicb. have made America great." hope that you alumni will do your part—
Still, we lack one fine imperative point you never have failed us.
This is the second big undertaking that
that is of the utmost importance to our
the
Executive Sergeant's Club has created.
brotherhood on this campus, and everywhere
If
you
remember, the first one was to get
else for that matter, and should not be overgloves
for
the cadet corps, which was very
looked. It cannot be overemphasized!
successful. We realize that you men are
We must remember that "all Americans
are the same—all citizens of one country and truly working for the betterment of Clemson's Cadet Corps and we know that this
all working together." We all play life's
new program will also be as successful as
game together. It's a hard game, but it is
easier to play through cooperation.
We the last. Keep it up; you're doing fine!

^4^4 ;7*t*» OtAcx (fyUeqt 1£a$4
by Johnnie Nowell
Dean (to new janitor of girls*
Young wife: "Why, of course—
dormitory): "Why didn't you if it isn't living, I don't know
come around last Friday and draw what it is!"
your week's wages, Ole?
Gamecock
Ole: 'You mean I get paid,
too?"
"May I kiss your hand?" said
Spectator
he with burning looks of love.
"I can remove my veil," said
Des Moines dairy: "Our cows she, "much easier than my glove."
aren't a bit contented — they're
Brown Herald
anxious to do better."
Technician
Many a sober-faced little lamb
Sweet young wife: "Now over goes riding in the moonlight and
in this corner, we'll have a love comes home with a sheepish grin
seat—over there, we'll have a on her face.
Gamecock
love seat, and here by the fireside we'll have another love seat."
Decorator: "My word, do you
Confucius says: Modern woman
call this a living room?"
putting up such a false front,

man never knows what he is up
against.
Tarnation
Her dress was tight,
She scarce could breathe,
She sneezed aloud,
And there stood Eve!
Get out of the wheatfield,
Grandmother, you're going against
the grain.
Kentucky Kerne)
"I never kissed a girl before in
my life," said the young man as
he removed the cigars from his
vest pocket before taking the girl
in his arms.
Kentucky Kernel

This is not true when it comes to the "longhaired" music. For example, circulars were
distributed to every room in the barracks
concerning the Houston Symphony Orchestra. These bulletins contained the name of
the conductor, the soloist, the program and
a brief history (history, not the story), of a
few of the renditions. These things were
sent around—what effect did they have?
The opening number was an overture,
written by Tchaikowsky. Why, half the students at Clemson don't know whether he is
Russian or a coal miner's son. They were
never taught. Furthermore, they never
heard of the music. It doesn't strike them
as being interesting.
Another part of the program stated some-

BAKER
thing about the audience's reaction When a
particular composition was first played. This
made a smaller impression on the student
body than Dr. Poole's possibilities for spitting in the middle of Bowman Field.
In fact, about 25 % of the students don't
know which notes match Guido's scale. Onethird don't know the difference between an
orchestra and a jazz band. Just ask one to
name the composition of a symphony orchestra! Our students are not prepared from
kindergarten on to be interested in this type
program.
If one musters enough common curiosity
to attend one evening, he is bored. All incentive to return is gone.
Apparently, it is ideemed important
enough to take a sum of money from the
students to sponsor these programs. If
it is this important, then it is equally important to give a little added time to educating the pupil along the line of the program. This in itself is a big problem.
One of the student body officers mentioned programs in which a music "brain" would
go through the program and explain its various qualities. What he didn't say was how
to get the fellows to the program.
After approaching the subject, I think the
real reasons are easy to point out. First,
there is no background in the general education that stimulates an interest in the concert presentations. Second, there is no interest developed at Clemson. Third, should
a student attend a concert due to curiosity,
he wonders why people will listen to THAT
stuff rather than jazz. If he confronts a
professor, he is told he needs culture. Students have minds that need to be impressed
with facts and an understanding of these
facts; not a mere "you need to" for an explanation. Fourth, and last, the tendency at
Clemson is to do as little outside work as
possible and hit the sack for as many hours
as possible.
There will never be any appreciable interest in the concert series unless more
emphasis is placed on musical education.

Platter Chatter • . . .
By Stan Kohn
The more I think about it the
more I convince myself that
Clemson College is a very musicconscious school, particularly so
fbr a school that offers no ma.ior
in music. Consider all of the
campus organizations that are in
some way concerned with presenting music to the students Possibly at the top of the list would
be the group that physically
supply music here on the campus
—the military bard, the concert
band, the Glee Club, and the
Jungaleers.
The military band is probably
the greatest contributor of music
for the masses. The neonhyte
concert band fares not as well for
it is born to serenade parents on
Mother's Day. only to die shortly
thereafter. .The Glee Club presents its annual Christmas concert as well as appearances elsewhere in the state. And the
Jungaleers, a group not often
heard on this campus, is busy
making a name for itself at the
University of Georgia. They've
played seven consecutive weekends there, but still haven't found
the opportunity to play for the
students here.
And then there are groups that
bring us the music of others for
our listening and dancing pleasure. The Central Dance Association has brought some top performers here for the dance series
this year. Our Clemson Concert
Series presents the greatest of
performers of music to the student body each year.
Also on campus are five—count
'em—juke boxes. And it seems
that they're continuously playing.
And there's Mr. McGarity's
Music appreciation course. *lt was
there that the now-famous "We
Need More Sofas" Club was born.
It goes without saying that
there are about 3000 shower-stall
Sinatras on the campus. Each
one is capable of singing the lead
in any opera—under the right
conditions.
But this isn't all. The student
body has a large representation
in the choirs of the local churches.
Speaking of churches, both the
Anderson College and Furman
Choral Ensembles appeared here,
and were well received, during
Religious Emphasis Week.
And the crowning touch is the
number of students that are record maniacs. A record maniac is
a student who first spends his
entire ROTC check on the latest
discs. Then he borrows his oldlady's ROTC check to round out
his collection. And then has to
hock his typewriter to get some
specials that have just been released.
So you think I've covered

everything, eh? Well, there are
still some boys that haven't been
mentioned. There's a large number of boys on the regiment—I
didn't know it until I got here—
who are proficient musicians on
their respective instruments. Only
difference between them and
band-members is that the boys
over here have brains (I just lost
my last two friends for that).
What I'm referring to is that stu-

dents on the sixteen other companies are allowed, to practive any
time they want to, and don't have
to worry about the time of day.
The boys whose prime interest is
music, or should be, have to make
sure they don't practice between
rehearsals — or something like
that.
Well, I've got to tune my trusty
uke and go back to keeping up
with Arthur Godfrey programs.

that he (Oscar) is still hung time • they have round-up in the
over from Mid-Winters and hasn't band barracks.
been able to gather much this
-OSCAR SAYSthat Fred (I run the C. D. A.>
week.
Barlett has abondoned Union. He
-OSCAR SAYSthat he (Oscar) promises that (Oscar) will look further into
it won't happen again.
this matter.
—

O-^AR F\YS

-OSCAR BAYS-

that it didn't take Six (I took
that "Moneybags" Chapman's
Jeff's place) Tobin long to get tonsils are still showing too ofback on the bandwagon. He (Os- ten. This is his (Oscar's) last
car) wishes him (Tobin) the warning to the blockhead.
-OSCAR SAYSworst of luck.
that he (Oscar) thinks that the
^SCAR SAYSthat he (Oscar) wonders why Klan oughta' ride against Maxie
Henry (I'm president of A. S. T. Burch if he (Burch) doesn't quit
E.) Magill has suddenly decided playing cops and robbers.
-OSCAR SAYSthat Duke has more to offer than
that the vfblves are knocking
Brevard.
at his (Oscar's) door He (Oscar)
-OSCAR SA YS—
that he wonders if Betty's shaft will be mighty careful from here
letter had anything to do with it. on out.
©*CAR SAYS

-OSCAR SAYS-

that Jack (I want to be hell)
that he (Oscar) enjoyed the
Patton seems to be hitting the An- Wake Forest basketball game exderson highway pretty regularly. cept for the pitiful attempt by
He (Oscar) wonders if this could "Muscles" Graham to be funny.
-OSCAR SAYS—
be the real pig.
that "Muscles" just ain't got it.
-OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) hears that the
-OSCAR SAYSthat from the looks of Georfe
top hit tune at Winthrop is
"Don't Fence Me In." He (Oscar) Rodgers, he (Rodgers) should
is sorry to hear that the girls have been listening instead of
talking.
have sunk to the new low.
—OSCAR lAVt-O-CAR SAYSthat James' (Boy) Fleming could
that he (Oscar) thinks that
Bubba (You must have heard of stand a few voice lessons.
—QSCA- SAYSme) Snow could stand to be a
that if Bill (How about fixing
little friendlier to the troops.
me up?) Patton spent less time in
-OSCAR SAY«that maybe he (Snow) hasn't the pool room, he (Patton) would
realized that this is Clemson, not keep more change in his pocket*.
OSCAR SAYS.
Carolina.
that Gently has been sucked
-OSCAR SAYSthat Bill (She's just pleasingly again. He (Oscar) hopes that the
plump) Brown started to go to school teacher will let him down
Converse this week-end but was easier than the Limestone cuti«
did.
waylaid enroute.
-OSCAR SAY5-OSCAR SAYSthat he (Oscar) would like to
that he (Oscar) thought he
(Oscar) was out West the other congratulate the Concert Comday when "Tex" Hayes walked mittee for bringing us the Hous„,.„,
by. He (Oscar) wonders what ton Symphony Orchestra.
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Former Officers Are Asked To Donate Sabers
Clemson alumni who were presented with -a saber when they
were cadet officers are being
asked to donate them to the college. The Clemson College Executive Sergeants Club is making
an aappeal to all former officers
of the Cadet Corps to bring their
sabers out of storage and send
them to the College for use by officers who are unable to be supplied with them.

It has always been the custom
in the past for all the officers of
the Cadet Corps to carry sabers
for parades, reviews, and inspections, but because of the emergency scarcity of metal, it has
been impossible to completely
outfift all officers with sabers.
The cadet corps has expanded
greatly over its pre-war size, and
at present the platoon leaders
and assistant platoon leaders of

two battalions are without sabers.
In an effort to keep the Cadet
Corps at the high standard set by
former cadet officers, the Executive Sergeants Club is asking former officers to donate their sabers'
so that all officers can be equipped with sabers for Spring Inspection and the Mothers' Day parade.
Letters are being sent out to
former cadet officers asking their

cooperation, and anyone else, having a saber they would like to
donate for use by the College is
asked to send it C. O D. to Box
924, Clemson.
The Clemson College Executive
Sergeants Club is composed of
cadet first sergeants, supply sergeants, color serge ii:s. and sergeant majors. It is dec::ated to
the advancement of Clemson, and

has worked on r.umercVs pro; ;?•
for the betterment ol t: e. Ca i~t
Corps.
The president of the 1950-01
Club is Ray R. Bell, education
major of Pelzer. Sponsor of the
club is M-Sgt. J. Ij. Zorens, chairman of the committee in charge
of securing the donation of the
sabers is L. H. Witt, Jr., of Swansea.

Shown above is Dr. Kolomaa Lehotsky, second from right, faculty adviser of the Hillel Brandeis
Club, and Rabbi Samuel Glasner, center, counsellor of the group, after receiving silver coffee services from Mr. Nat Kaplan, second from the right, representing the South Carolina Lodges of B'nai
Brith. At right is Alvin Zatcoff, president of the club, and Sidney Merians, vice-president, is at
the left.

Lehotsky Is Presented
Gift By B'nai Brith
LI. Smarr Attending Basic Armor School
Among the names listed on the
roster of officers attending the
fourteen weeks Basic Armored
Course at Fort Knox, Kentucky,
is Lieutenant Albert W. Smarr,
Jr., Executive Officer of Detachment 1, 3420 Area Service Unit.
Lieutenant Smarr, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Smarr, Sr.,
of Hickory Grove, attended Hickory Grove High School, graduating in the Class of 1941. After interrupting his education to serve
in World War II, -Lieutenant
Smarr returned to South Carolina and entered Clemson where
he was graduated in the Class of
1950 with a Bachelor of Science
degree.

Mr. Nat Kaplan, representing
the South Carolina Lodges of
B'nai' Brith presented a coffee
service to Dr. Koloman Lehotsky,
faculty adviser of the Hillel
Brandeis Club at Clemson, on
Wednesday evening February 14.
He also presented a similar gift
to Rabbi Samuel Glasner,of the
University of Georgia, counsellor
of the Clemson group.
B'nai Brith is an organization
of Jewish men which sponsors
various national youth organizations, among them being Hillel
units on major college campuses
across the country. It is also the
sponsoring body of the Anti-Defamation League

His first date of entry into the
service was September 29, 1943,
at Fort Jackson, S. C. He was
sent to Kessler Field, Mississippi,
for his basic training and then attended various Air Force schools
before he was assigned to duty
with the 8th Air Force in Europe,
participating in three campaigns
before being shot down and taken
prisoner by the Germans. After
months of imprisonment, Lieutenant Smarr was liberated by the
Russians and returned to military
control.
Upon completion of his collegiate career, Lieutenant Smarr
accepted a direct commission as a ed to active duty at Fort Bragg,
second lieutenant and was order- North Carolina.
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found little to titillate her in the recent deluge of quicktrick cigarette tests! She was not enthralled by the idea of
judging cigarette mildness with just a fast puff or a single sniff..

*

' But, joy of joys!... happiness came to her when she

***i

discovered one test that left no doubt in her mind.

__

It was the sensible test!... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test,

\

ing Concern In The South That Has

which simply asks you to try Camels as a steady smoke —
on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments

Rotary Press Equipment

needed. After you've enjoyed Camels — and only
t Camels — for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat,
T for Taste) we believe you'll know why...

More People Smoke Camels
than any ether cigarette !
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Clemson Five Needs One Win In Week-End Series
Bengals On Road For Return Tilts With
Carolina, Citadel; Try For Tourney

Cone Named Teague Award Winner
Fred Cone has scored again! Last Sunday the highlyregarded Tiger fullback was named winner of the Lewis
E. Teague Memorial Award as the outstanding male athlete for the Carolinas in 1950.
In a poll of sports writers of both North and South
Carolina, Cone won over 16 other nominees which represented every major sport.
First, the field of eligibles was narrowed to five. On
the next ballot, Cone tied with Jimmy Thomas. North Carolina swimmer, whose name was written in on that vote.
However, Fred was the choice in the final poll, and he will
receive the award at a banquet on Monday, February 26, at
the Hotel Charlotte in Charlotte.
At the same time, Miss Jane Thomas, Salisbury, N.
C, golfer, will receive the award as the outstanding
Woman amateur athlete of the Carolinas in 1950.
Upon receiving the award, Cone will become the second athlete to represent South Carolina. Banks McFad-

Clemson's basketball quintet is trying hard to gain a
berth in the annual Southern Conference tournament to be
held in Raleigh en March 1, 2 and 3. At the present time,
the Tigers stand a strong chance of being accepted. A win
over either Carolina or The Citadel' this week-end would
clinch a berth for the McFaddenmen.
Clemson's 82-77 victory over
George Washington Tuesday night
increased their Conference record
to seven wins and four losses.
Six teams are already sure of
bids to the tourney. They are
il
North Carolina, State, South CarBy Pat Rush
olina, West Virginia, William and
One of Coach Banks McFadMary, Virginia Tech, and Duke. den's steadiest basketball charges
Two more teams will complete is Hoover Jackson Neel.
Jack,
the field. The present contenders as he is better known by the
for these two positions are Clem- Clemson student body, is a twenson, Maryland and North Caro- ty-one year old guard from
lina.
Gwensboro, Kentucky. He is a five
If the Duke's Blue Devils beat feet eleven, 175 pound defensive
North Carolina tomorrow night, standout, who makes up for his
the Tar Heels will then have comparative lack of heighth with
a 9-8 r eeord. Whereas, if his speed and devastating style of
Clemson loses both of their re- floorplay.
maining tilts, they will have a
Jack attended Owensboro Se7-6 record. This would give the nior High School where he gradTigers a higher percentage than uated in 19147. He played both
North Carolina.
football and basketball during bis
Maryland, with a 9-7 record at four years there. Jack is majorthe present, has three games re- ing in the field of education, and
maining. Against V. M. I., Rich- he hopes to pursue a coaching and
mond, and George Washington,
the Terrapins should not have too
much trouble.
That brings us back to the Tigers. Tomorrow night, Clemson
faces South Carolina in Columbia.
The Gamecocks, already assured
of a position in the tourney, de-)
feated the Tigers at Clemson back
in January. Slaughter, who led
the Birds in their 76-61 conquest!
of the Bengals, will once again be |
the man to stop. The tall star
has been named to several all
star teams already and is among
the nation's top ten scorers.
The Tigers will counter with
sharp-shooting John Snee, who
was far below his potentials at
the last meeting between the
two teams.
Saturday night, the Bengals
travel on to Charleston, where
they may clinch their bid to the
Conference tourney. At -Tigertown, the Country Gentlemen set
the Citadel back 69-43, and should
repeat the performance in the low
country.

Jack Neel Ends M

Marvin Robinson
Proving Rebound
Ace For Bengals

den, the Tiger's All-American football and basketball star
and Viow coaching here at Clemson, won the trophy in 1939.
During his three years of football at Clemson, Fred led
the Tigers to two undefeated seasons and two post-season
bowl victories.
Cone was named All-State every year he played
for the Bengals and received All-Southern honors his
last two seasons.
The Teague Award was established in 1938 at a meeting of-the Carolinas Association of the A. A. U. The trophy is now given each year to the best male athlete in the
two Carolinas.
Soon after the birth of the award, Judge Lewis E.
Teague of High Point, JST. C. National A. A. U. delegate at
large, died. The trophy was then made a memorial to the
Judge. In 1941, the awards committee voted to present a
similar award to the outstanding woman athlete.

Former Tig Athletic Wins
Commendation Of Enemy
When a soldier is commended
by one of his own officers, it
means he has done a very good
job. But commendations from
an enemy officer are comparable
to the "needle in a haystack".
However, the 20th Engineer Combat Battalion has such a man assigned.
Lt. Edward Padgett, then sergeant in the 238th Engineers, was
captured in the approaches to
Aachen.
During the battle for
Aachen, the German commander,
Col. Wilck, decided to surrender.
But the task wasn't easy; the
Americans were blasting the town
with everything but the "kitchen
sink." Col. Wilck sent out two
men with a white flag, and they
were instantly killed by American shells. Two more were sent
out, and again they were killed.
The situation was desperate.
A Nazi adjutant went into the
Prisoner of War cage and asked
for volunteers from among the
American PW's. Lt. Padgett volunteered. Running and crawling
through the intense shell-fire, Lt.

Padgett had several narrow escapes before he reached the
American lines. Arriving in
friendly territory, he explained
the situation, then went brk and
brought out the German garrison.
Later, at the surrender conference, Col. Wilck ■ remarked.
"This man is very brave. He
should be rewarded." When h£
. left the conference, Col. Wilck
■ left his pistol on the table for Lt.
Padget, with this note: "In memory of an honorable defeat."
Lt. Padgett entered service in
1942 from Camp Blanding, Florida. He was sent overseas in 1943
and made five campaigns with
the Combat Engineers, including
the Normandy beachhead. He attended Favares High School and
later attended Clemson College,
where he made the football and
boxing teams. At present Lt.
Padgett's wife, Elizabeth, and
their 11 months old daughter reside in Athens, Ga. Lt. Padgett
is the son of Mrs. G. W. Boone of
Leesburg, Fla. He is a member
of the Leesburg VFW and American Legion.

By Harold Owen
Last year's freshman basketball squad, reputed the best ever
to play under Clemson colors, had
many possibilities for varsity material, but one of the brightest
prospects, who has new proven
his potentialities is tall, dark-haired forward. Marvin Robinson.
Marvin who played first string
for the freshman last year, has
been perhaps the best rebound
man on the varsity this year, as
well as gathering his share of
points
This big strapping six-footer
was born in Weavervitle, N. C,
twenty years ago, but later moved
to Asheville at a tender age.
Marvin was a standout in
football, baseball, and basketball at Lee Edwards High school
in Asbeville and was named on
the trijple-A Conference team in
basketball tor tw« years. He
maintained a B average
throughout his high school
career and was a member of the
student council.
After graduation from high
school, Maryia was undecided as
to whidi college he wanted to attend, bj*t on looking over Clemson, he was so enthused by the
friendliness of the coaches and by
the school in general that he decided to enroll.
Marvin claims that his idea of
life is sitting with his girl, eating
fried chicken (like mother cooks),
and listening to sweet and low
music. He doesn't like to study
but says he favors visual a^ to
education which means he likes
to go to movies.
At present his bie^est ambition is to go with the Timers to
Southern' Conference basketball
tournament. He thinks that the
Tigers have an excellent chance
to be invited if they play the ball
that they are capable of for the
rest of the season.
His biggest thrill so far in
college wu starting his first
varsity game this year for the
Tigers. Marvin thinks that the
freshman team of last year was
one of the best group of boys
that he has ever worked with

Clemson Sports World Shocked By "Fix"
Staff Loss To B-1
Being Questioned
By Harold Owen
The Clemson College sports
world was blown wide open last
night when it was revealed by
authoritative sources that the intra-mul
game between the staff
team and Company B-1 was fixed.
No seiner had the two teams
left the court than the tongues of
the multitudes who witnessed the
contest began to wag. The crowd
first began to suspect that something was afoul when ace John
James missed his third field goal
attempt from mid-court.
Their preceptions were substantiated when Gil "I Got Them
Close" Campbell fouled out in 30
seconds instead of his usual time
of a minute and a half. The
chincher came immediately after
the hoax when Harry Dukes was
seen lighting a cigarette from a
pack belonging to him.
Dectives, working fast under
the supervision of sleuth Sam
Shovel, and with the aid of blood
hounds, cracked the case when
all the evidence pointed to big
time gamblers Doug Herlong and
Gil Rushton.
Prosecution was not pushed
when it was revealed that the
gamblers lost by a strange quirk
of fate A member of the B-1
contingent in attempting to pass
the ball to team mates in the last
seconds bounced the ball off the
head of John A. Simpson into the
Sh«wn 3>«we j, «r-.» of file action that is typical of the hotly contested intramnral basketball race
staff basket, giving B-1 a lead of
in the last few weeks.
only 2o points. The game was
supposed to have been lost by 21
markers.
J. Roy Cooper, director of intra-mural sports, was deeply
shocked when he learned of the
incident. He is quoted as saying.
"We will not have intra^mural
activity at Clemson until it is
Coach Frank Howard's Tigers
In attempting to find a capable struggle to gain the first string played fair or unless I get in on
climaxed their first two weeks of blocking back, Coach Howard berth was in evidence by the play the graft."
spring practice with the first in- used Milton Pate, Doug* Herlong, of Lawrence Gressette and Hank
Note—The staff team is also
tra-squad game of the year last a converted end, and Marion Hanker son.
being investigated because of susSaturday afternoon.
Thompson, a fullback last year,
Buck George, Reck Hill's gift pected violations of the sanity
The Head divided his Bengals alternately at that post. This
to Clemson, more than fulfill- code.
into two squads each having both doubtful position may not be such
ed the expectations of his footan offensive and defensive team. a problem to the coaches, since
ball ability by his hard-driving
The scrubs played defensive while all the men performed like vete"running as well as by his passthe regulars ran the attack.
rans.
ing.
Frank Kennedy, the most
The brightest spot in the game
George Withers, a glue fingered
likely candidate for first-string was the performance of the team's
wingback. galloped around end fullbacks.
Jim Shirley showed end, set some sort of a record in
for «0 yards, probably the long- plenty of power at that slot, but the game by hanging on to 10
est run of the afternoon.
the fact that he would have to of the 10 passes thrown his way.

Tiger Football Team Holds
Initial Infra-Squad Game

College Cafeteria
and
Cafe
Give Us a Try

teaching career after graduation
this June.
He is active in various other
nampus organizations,. being a
member of the Block "C" Club,
the Scabbard and Blade, and
Kappa Phi Kappa.
Jack, a senior this year, is
finishing his four year basketball
career at Clemson. He came to
Ctemson in the fall of 1947 with a
fine high school sports regord.
Neel and his teammates led their
high school to the Kentucky'state
semifinals in basketball. Quite a
feat, considering the top flight
competition that 'Tucky high
school basketball is famous for.
Jack earned four block letters on the high school gridiron
and three in prep basketball.
He also starred in American Legion baseball for two seasons.
Mr. Neel has played in 12 games
so far this season. His sharpshooting eye has given him a commendable average of 30% on his
attempted field goals.
Jack's driving style of play has
sparked the team for four seasons, and his assistance will be
missed next year.
as well as being such a great
team as a whole.
Maioring in textile engineering- Marvin hopes, if he isn't
drafted by the army, to get a job
with a machinery company when
he graduates from Clemson.
Judging by the way Marvin has
been playing basketball this year,
there's little doubt he will become
one of the real greats of Clemson
before he graduates two years
hence.
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ENJOY YOUR CIGARETTE!...
If you're not happy with your present
brand (and a 38-city survey shows that
millions are not), smoke Luckies! You'll
get the happy blending of perfect mildness and rich taste that fine tobacco—
and only fine tobacco-can give you.
Remember, Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So get complete smoking enjoyment Be Happy-Go Lucky today!

LS/MRTrUKty Shite
Means fine Tobacco
COP*.. THf AMERICAN TOtACCO COMPANT

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBUKGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

JARMAN SHOE DEPT.
—Located in—

Pat r o n i z e

QUALITY MEN'S SHOP

SAM'S LUNCH

5 South Main Street—Greenville, S. C.

GREENVILLE, S. C.Clemson Students Always Welcome

BLACK SHORTIE BOOTS—MILITARY STYLE
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Tigers Split With Maryland, George Washington
* * * * • *
Clemson defeated George
Washington 82-77 in a Southern Conference basketball tilt
at Washington, D. C, Tuesday
nicht to virtually assure themselves a. bid in the tourney
playoffs at Raleigh in March.
Electrical disturbances delayed the receipt of more details of the game.

• •••*•

Baby Tigers Defeat
Ashevjlle-Biltmore
Clemson's baby Bengals gained
revenge as they overpowered
Asheville-Biltmore Junior College in a preliminary tilt at the
Clemson Field House last Thursday night by the decisive score of
77-51. The frosh -team lost to
the North Carolina lads earlier in
the season by a 50-49 count.
The Tigers gained more confidence in themselves in the third
quarter to go ahead and overcome the 29-28 half-time lead
that was held by Asheville-Biltmore.

Terps Edge Bengals 54-50 In Extra
Period; Moorer, Haugk Top Scorers

Sonny Moorer To
Bolster Next Year's
Varsity Quintet

The Clemson Tigers lost the first game of a four-faur
road trip as they were defeated by the Marylaftd haske
eers, 54-50, in an overtime period at College Park, Md. Ti
Terps outscored the Tigers 5 to 1 in the extra period.

By Carroll Moore
Vernon Moorer is fast becoming
one of the familiar figures on the
Tiger basketball team. Sonny, as
he is better known to the students here at Clemson, has proved
to be one of the stellar ball players on this year's squad. His aggressiveness in defensive play
has made him one of Coach McFadden's best guards. Sonny is
team with an average of over
eight points per game,
points per game.
Sonny weighs 175 pounds and
is six feet tall. The nineteen
year old, sandy-haired sophomore
is majoring in architectural engineering.

Emory Tankers Hand
Bengals First Loss;
While Takes Honors

Sonny graduated from McKinley Tech in Washington
where he participated in basketball and football. He played
guard on Tech's football and

The baby Tig's offensive and
defensive work wag by far superior to any other same this
Season. Alternates under the
backboard, good guarding- and
offensive team work were the
deciding factors of the Tiger's
victory.
Paul Chastain took scoring honors for Clemson as he netted 20
points. Charlie Gage and Cliff
Burriss followed with 16 and 13
markers respectively.
Miller led the Tar Heels scoring
with 16 points to his credit while
Lance trailed with 15.
Gage, Speer and Burriss showed
,up well defensively for the Tiger
team. Clemson's center, Gage,
practically monopolized both back
boards.
Miller, Knighten and Rice were
the defensive standouts for the
visitors.

Two shots of the furious action in last Thursday night's tilt
with W,ake Forest are shown above. At the left, Doug Haugk
is seen adding two markers to the Tiger's total of 57 points.
McGraw (42) can be seen under the basket. At the right,

Tigers Defeat Deacons 57-46
Snee Paces Scorers With 22 Points;
Haugk, Moorer Set Defensive Pace

The freshman team has only
two remaining games.
They
travel with the varsity to Columbia to play the Carolina
Biddies Friday night. Saturday they go to Charleston to
meet the Citadel frosh in a night
game,
Carolina's
strong
freshman
squad beat the Tiger frosh earlier
in the season to the tune of 77-31.
The Bengal freshmen have not
played the Citadel youngsters this
year.
Scoring:
Clemson
Ashe.-Bilt-.
Lindsay 1
Miller 16
Speer 8
Lance 15
Stamps 2
Rice 7
Twiddy 1
Allen 1
Ga
2« 16
Draught 3
Sease 11
Thompson 3
Hearon 2
Knighten 6
Chastain 20
Jackson 2 •
Burriss 13.

Wildcat Five Drops
Baby Tigers 60-45
Clemson's baby Tigers lost to
the Davidson junior varsity in
a fast moving game played at
the Davidson field house last Friday night by a score of 60 to 45.
The Tiger cubs had previously
downed the Davidson frosh in a
home encounter by a score of
62 to 60.
Davidson's junior 'Cats led at
the half by a score of 28 to 24.
The North Carolinians came back
even stronger in the second half
to increase their lead over the
Clemson boys. Charley Gage led
the Tiger cub's scoring column
with 15 markers, Hipp followed
with 10. Lindsey, Gage, and Burriss stood out defensively for the
Tiger quintet.
Melton, Davidson's
offensive
star, performed brilliantly as he
hit the net for 17 talleys. Boyd
paced him with 10 points. Melton, Grey, and Adams played good
defensive ball for the home game.
Clemson (45). Lindsey 2, Hipp
10, Gage 15, Shane, Chastain 2,
Sease 6, Willingham 4, Burriss 6
Davidson (60). Boyd 10, Holt
6, Keith 6, Henley 8, Melton 17,
Grey 5, Olgenburg 6, Adams 2.

Clemson men are always
welcome at

Davenport's
One of the
t

South's leading

John Snee is pictured as he gets off a field goal atempt over
the arms of the Deacon defender. The 57-47 win was victory
number eight for the Tigers this year.

basketball squads. Sonny made
"All High" his senior year in
high school football.
Sonny expressed that he has
enjoyed playing on this year's
varsity with such a swell bunch
of boys and hoped the team would
come through in the last few
games of the season in order that
they might gain a berth in the
Southern Conference basketball
tournament to be held in Raleigh
the first week in March. Sonny
also stated that he thought that
next year's team should be even
better than this year's if the boys
continue to improve in spirit and
ability.

While the contest was close
during the second half the Tigers
never relinguished their lead.

Snee and Sonny Morer sank
goals at opportune moments to
keep the Tigers ahead.
Clemson, leading 54-44, put on
a successful freeze with four minutes remaining until Deac guard
Bennett shot a long one with 30
seconds to go'.
Billy Mason and Al McCotter
paced the Deacs with 11 and 10
points respectively. Tig forward
Doug Haugk was the star defensive man on the floor.
Summary:
Wake Forest-

Tennis Ladder
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Claire Draper
Glen Smith
Bill Asnip
Carroll LaGrone
Harry Merritt
Ralph Howard
Forrest Cookson
Bud Coleman

r

Fan!'s Camera Shop
"Between the Banks"
Anderson

S. C.

THEM ALL!
challenges
any other leading brand
to suggest this test
PHILIP MORRIS

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF
SMOKERS, who tried this test,
report in signed statements that
PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY
LESS IRRITATING, DEFINITELY MILDER!

1. . . Light up a PHILIP MORRIS
Just take a puff—DONT INHALE—and
s-l-o-w-l-y let the smoke come through
your nose. Easy, isn't it? And NOW...

NO CIGARETTE
HANGOVER
means MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!

college men.

207 N. Main St.
Greenville

2- • • Light up your present brand
Do exactly the same thing—DON'T
INHALE. Notice that bite, that sting?
Quite a difference from PHILIP MORRIS I

Other brands merely make claims-but PHILIP MORRIS invites you
to compare, to judge, to decide for yourself.
Try this simple test. We believe that you, too, will agree . . I
PHILIP MORRIS is, indeed, America's FINEST Cigarette!

clothiers for

DAVENPORT'S

200 yard Backstroke:* 1. Cur
hinghaih (E); 2. Asbury (E); :
Taylor (C). Time, 2:30.5.
200 yard Breaststroke: 1. M'Donohue (E); 2. Monroe (C); '.'
Atkinson (C). Time, 2:41.
400 yard Free Style: 1. Klini.■'.
<C); 2. Levis (E). Time, 5:58.
400 yard relay: Clemson; Cor
verse, Kirksch, Bee and Whit .
Time, 4:01.

Beiiett 3, Kotecki 6, Mason 11,
McCotter 10, Geary 4, Meuller 2,
Brooks 2, Barham, Hartley.
Clemson — (57) — Haugk 10,
Townsend, Robinson 4, Hicks 1,
the MGGraw 3, Richardson 6, Snee 22,
re- Moorer 11, Murray.

The Clemson Tigers, still hopeful for a berth in
Southern Conference basketball tournament, gained
venge for an earlier loss to Wake Forest by defeating the
Deacs, 57-47, in the Field House last Thursday night.
John Snee virtually lifted the
Tigers to victory almost singlehandedhanded by s i n k i n g 22
points, most of them coming at
crucial moments when the Deacons were threatening to take the
lead
The game itself while one of the
low scoring variety was one of the
better games played at Tigertown. Both teams played bard
with the lead changing eight times
in the first half. The Tigers left
at ■ intermission leading 22-20.

Emory University handed the
Clemson watermen their first defeat of the year as they eked 'a
nine-point victory. The meet was
a close one all the way. In fact,
had the Tigers taken two more
second places, they would have
won.
"Chicken Leg" White was high
scorer for the locals as he earned
firsts in the" 100 yard free style,
220 yard free style and swam as
the anchor man in the 400 yard
relay. Converse was the next in
line with eight points. Levis capped scoring honors for Emory.
Today, Coach McHugh and the
tanksters left for Raleigh, North
Carolina, to participate in the
Southern Conference meet. This
will definitely be the stiffest competition the Tigers will se all season. Some of the conference
teams rank high in the natton. Alsb, some teams boast having contenders for international honors.
SUMMARY:
300 yard Medley Relay: Emory;
McDonohue, Cunningham and
Levis. Time, 3:15.
220 yard Free Style: 1. White,
(C); 2. Levis (E); 3. Klinck (C),
Time, 2:34.
50 yard Free Style: 1. Houston
(E); 2. Converse (C); 3. Bee (C).
Time, 25.1.
Diving: 1. Rice (E); 2. Jacks
(E); 3. Kirkpatrick (C).
' 100 yard Free Style: 1. White
(C); 2. Levis (E); 3. Houston (E),
Time, 58.3.

Julius Townsend sank a fir
throw with two seconds to go I
make it 49 to 49 and send the br<' i
game in an overtime period.
Sonny Moorer lead the T
scoring for the night with 1
counters to tie with the Terj''
Dick Koffenberger and Don Moan for high point honors. Dor
Haugk garnered 13 tallies for tL
Bengals.
Maryland's Lee B r a w 1 e ?
broke the individual high scoring record he set last year of
the first goal of the night. , Hr
tied his and Maryland's recorc
mark off 347 for the season.
In the extra five minutes Clei
son was limited to one free to
by Marvin Robinson while t)
Terps gathered two field got'
and one free throw for their fh ••
points.
Summary:
.Clemson (50)—Haugk 13, Ro'
inson 3, Hicks, Townsend 1, Ricl
ardson 7, Snee 10, Moorer It.
Murray 2, Neel.
Maryland (54) — Brawley 3".
Manis, Conley 4, Fellows, Mor; •
14. Levin 1; Johnson 9, Koeffenberser 14.
Halftime score: Clemson 2'>
Maryland 31.
Free throws missed: Richan'
son 2, Snee 2, Haugk 2, Robins'
4, Moran 5, Johnson 2, Mani
Brawley, Koffenberger, Levin.

FOR
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Clemson Purchases Stumphouse Tunnel
By Louis Henry

The picture above was taken at the Cotillion Club Costume Ball, which was held in the Little Gym
on Saturday, February 17. The Cotillion Club is composed of Clemson faculty members and their
wives.

Fleming Named
Cadet Of Week

Travel Club Offers
tours Of Europe

Six comprehensive, all-expense
tours of nine European countries
are planned by the Students
Travel Club for college men and
women during the summer vacation period.
Reservations and inquiries are
being received by Students Travel
Club, 1841 Broadway, New York
City. Members, who will be carefully chosen from colleges
throughout the United States, will
sail from New York in June and
July aboard such liners as the R.
M. S. Queen Mary,: R. M. S. Queen
Elizabeth, S. S. Constitution, and
the S. S.' Washington.
Each of the coeducational
groups will be accompanied by a
responsible chaperone and an exCadet M-Sgt. Mills L. Fleming,
perienced travel guide—speaking arts and science junior of Sparthe language of each country to tanburg, has been. designated by
the Commandant as the outstanding cadet of the week.
Mr. Fleming was selected because of the efficient and impartial manner in which he has carried out his position in the Cadet
Corps, that of regimental sergeant
major.

SHOP and SAVE

Tau Beta Pi Elects
Ulmer Vice-President
Furman S. Ulmer, electrical engineering senior of Brunson, was
elected vice - president of the
Clemson chapter of Tau Beta Pi.
The honorary engineering fraternity chose Ulmer at its first meeting of the second semester on'
Thursday, February 15, to replace
the former vice-president, who
graduated in February.
Mr. Ulmer became a member of
Tau Beta Pi in February of 1950.
He is also a member of Phi Kappa
Phi and A. I. E. E.

C LASS IFI ED
FOUND—New Clemson ring, class
of 1951, in fourth floor latrine
of first barracks. Apply TIGER
office.
FOUND — Chain containing fourteen keys, all different. These
are something new—they all open
something. See Wheels, 9-402.

handle all travel details.
Guided sightseeing tours will be
conducted at all major points of LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN—
interest, as well as attendance of
On Cemetery Hill, during Midoperas, concerts, music festivals, Winters weekend, one Tri-Kap
and theaters.
rat pin. Call Dear John, 7734.

at
Gallant-Belk

SOUTHERN
PEN SHOP

Company

Cigarette Lighter Repairs
122 N. Main

Greenville

NEW SPORT SHIRTS and NEW SLACKS
at
HOKE SLOAN'S
Clemson, S. C.

Clemson College recently became sole owner of the historic
Strfmp House Mountain Tunnel, a
transportation "dream project,"
which was begun and abandoned
before the Civil War. The purchase
of the property, which embraces
about ten acres was consummated
at a public auction held in Walhalla. Clemson's bid was $1,201.
The tunnel is located between
Walhalla and Mountain Rest in
Oconee County and will be used
for experiments in the manufacture of blue-mold cheese of the
famed Roquefort type. Clemson
began experiments before World
War II, but abandoned them during the war.
The Stump House Mountain
Tunnel was begun in 1853. largely
through the efforts of John C.
Calhoun. If completed, the railroad line would have penetrated
the mountains above. Walhalla,
connecting South Carolina with
Tennessee and the West via Anderson and Augusta where it
would have connected -with the
old Charleston to Hamburg line.
Th< work on the tunnel was
financed by the state and continued for six years. The hard
rock was drilled with hand-drill^
and hammers and was hauled out
by hand and with mules. The
company made its own .blasting
powder of potash and charcoal.
One and one-fourth miles of the
tunnel were completed before the
project was abandoned. The unfinished portion is about 160 feet
long. Four shafts were sunk to
facilitate work and for ventilation purposes. The deepest of
these, shafts is said to be 240 feet.
The -work was suspended in
1859 because of lack of funds and
was never resumed. Numerous
attempts were made to arouse interest in the completion of the
work. The 1939 South Carolina
legislature voted $5,000 to attract federal authorities' attention to what lawmakers claimed
would be a means of connecting

the Middle-West with the Southeast by direct rail route.
An estimated $1,000,000 was
spent while the six years' work
was in progress on the tunnel.
A town housing about 1,500
people sprang up atop Stump
Hohse Mountain when work was
begun on the project. The town
was peopled mostly by Irish and
Italian laborers from the North
or directly from their own countries. It had a hotel, boarding
house, store, church, and a number of saloons.
Many tales are told of murder
caused by human greed and
hatred, and a number, of deaths
occurred from accidents connected with the work.
A young stranger was murdered and robbed on the 'project. No
one knew his name, and he was
buried on the spot on which he
was killed.
An Irish laborer beat a ,Mr.
Smith from Georgia to death. A
trial was held in Pickens, but
there was no conviction.
A Mr. Kelley from Laurens lost
his footing at the mouth of one
of the shafts. In falling, he
struck Collins, an Irish laborer,
and they were both hurled to
death.
Two men were killed by a cave.
One was scalded to death by the
hoisting engine at the mouth of
one of the shafts.
A German laborer, who filled
the miners' lamps, Was killed
when the materials in his refueling box exploded.
Much money, sorrow, and hard
work, which seemed to be wasted
effort, may yet have a profitable
outcome. Clemson agricultural
leaders believe that the tunnel
process for the manufacture of
cheese can be developed so that
farmers in this area will receive
a new and profitable .source of
income.

THE HISTORY OF COTTON TEXTILES

Shown above are the new members of Kappa Ph i Kappa, new professional education fraternity, established here on the campus this past week. T hey are, seated from left to right: Frank A. Peake,
National secretary-treasurer of Birmingham, Al a.; Dr. Henry G. Owens, Furman University,
Greenville; Dean E. J. Ashbaugh, national preside nt, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio; Dean W. H.
Washington, Clemson; Dean Orin F. Crow, TJniver sity of S. C, Columbia; and J. L. Brock, Industrial
Education Department, Clemson. Standing left t o right are: B. L. Huguley, Delegate McClintock,
Carolina, C. W. Davis, W. S. Carter (chapter sec retary), R. K. Simpson ('51), C. B. Ballew (behind Simpson), G. F. Shelton (chapter president), S. E. Askin, J. H. Parker ('50), H. J. Neel, F. O.
Wilson, R. H. Shley (chapter vice-president), J. L Allen ('48), A. N. Reeves (behind Allen), Glenn
Dempsey, John B. Gentry, Jr. (faculty adviser), J S. Harper, and Delegate Jordan, Furman.

Lt. Colonel Crosby
Qefs Asiatic Post
Lt. Col. Ralph D. Crosby, graduate of Clemson College and former adjutant of the college, has
been assigned to a post as a military adviser in Thailand, a small
country in Southeastern Asia.
Colonel Crosby, a native of
Brunsen, completed the basic
course of the infantry school and
the command and general staff
college. He served thirty-five
months in the European theater
of operations during World War
II.

In 1949, Col. Crosby was trans- G-3 of the Eighth Infantry diviferred from the Tenth Infantry sion.
division at Fort Jackson, S. C, fo
G-3 for the division. He was diMcLees Bros.,
rector of intelligence on the garrison staff which supported the
Jewelers
National Guards during their 1950
Towle, Reed and Barton
Sterling.
summer encampment.
On September' 1, 1950, the Lenox China—Duncan Crystal
SENECA
colonel was assigned as executive ANDERSON

Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

No. 14- of a Series

ANDERSON, S. C.
By ANDREW L. PETE."
M FIKT USE Of AM ELEOEiC /MOTOR O'
CDffON MILL, AfCOLUMBIA SC, 1895.
AMILESfONE INfeXTlLE IMDOSfewt. f.

DURING a century and a
half of industrial progress, textile manufacturing
has seen vast changes take
place in its sources of power.
Many machines originally
were operated by hand. The
first successful mills ran by
water power, but steam
soon became the major driving force. New mills in the
South were among the first
to use electricity. Today,
steam engines and water
wheels only supplement the
industry's primary motive
power, electricity.

HELP WANTED—Young
man
with plastic-surgical experience
to do minor repairs on man with
fractured face. Apply Mr. Completely, YMCA.

BAR-B-Q GRILL
WE DO NOT CLAIM TO
SERVE THE BEST.
Try For Yourself
Cold Drinks — Beverages

CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME

Owned and operated by
Mrs. Clyde Campbell
Highway 29

at

An<!f>rson, S. C.

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant

SAM'S LUNCHEONETTE
Complete Fountain Service
116 Main Street
Anderson, S. C.

STEWART MERRITT CO.
Two Stores for Your Convenience
2d S. MAIN AND LEWIS PLAZA
GREENVILLE, S. C.
Featuring Nationally Advertised Brands
Arrow Shirts — Interwoven Sox — French-Shrinet Shoes—
Michaels-Stern Suits—Alligator Rainwear
MCGREGOR SPORTSWEAR

CLEMSON
THEATDE
Feb. 23-24, Fri. & Sat.

'Frenchie'
with
Joel McCrea
Shelly Winters
'
*
Late Show, Sat., 10:30 P.M.

'Mon On The
Eiffel Tower'
*
*
Mon.-Tues., Feb. 26 - 27

'Milkman'
with
Donald O'Connor and
Jimmy Durante

.

j
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TOBACCO GROWERS
MILDNESS TEST

News On Orange

WE SALUTE
Dick Hendley for winning the Jacobs blocking trophy for best blocker in Southern Conference, also in S. C.
ALSO

.

Fred Cone for winning Teague Award for
best athlete in the Carolinas.

KLUTZZ STEAK HOUSE
Clemson, S. C.

* * *
Wednesday, Feb. 28

'The Man Who
Cheated
Himself

YES... Compare Chesterfield with the brand you've been
smoking...Open a pack...enjoy that milder Chesterfield aroma.
And—tobaccos that smell milder, smoke milder. So smoke
Chesterfields... they do smoke milder, and they're the only cigarette^
that combines MILDNESS with NO UNPLEASANT A.FTER-TASTE.

* * *
Thursday, Feb. 29

'The Mudlark'
with
Irene Dunne

CdlClvrlCLI/
mmm&i

LEADIN
SEILER
AMERIC
Copyright 1951, Jjcom ic

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

